Wild-land fire fighting is a hazardous job. A key task for firefighters is to observe the "fire front" to chart the progress of the fire and areas that will likely spread next. Lack of information of the fire front causes many accidents. Using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to cover wildfire is promising because it can replace humans in hazardous fire tracking and significantly reduce operation costs. In this paper, we propose a distributed control framework designed for a team of UAVs that can closely monitor a wildfire in open space, and precisely track its development. The UAV team, designed for flexible deployment, can effectively avoid in-flight collisions and cooperate well with neighbors. They can maintain a certain height level to the ground for safe flight above fire. Experimental results are conducted to demonstrate the capabilities of the UAV team in covering a spreading wildfire. Index Terms-Distributed unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) control, dynamic tracking, networked robots. . His current research interests include computer vision, field robotics, robot operations, and robotic planetary space flight missions.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Wildfire Monitoring and Tracking
W ILDFIRE is well-known for their destructive ability to inflict massive damages and disruptions. According to the U.S. Wildland Fire, an average of 70,000 wildfires annually burn around 7 million acres of land and destroy more than 2600 structures [1] . Wildfire fighting is dangerous and time sensitive; lack of information about the current state and the dynamic evolution of fire contributes to many accidents [2] . Firefighters may easily lose their life if the fire unexpectedly propagates over them ( Fig. 1) . Therefore, there is an urgent need to locate the wildfire correctly [3] , and even more importantly to precisely observe the development of the fire Manuscript to track its spreading boundaries [4] . The more information regarding the fire spreading areas collected, the better a scene commander can formulate a plan to evacuate people and property out of danger zones, as well as effectively prevent a fire from spreading to new areas. Using unmanned aircraft systems, also called unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones, to assist wildfire fighting and other natural disaster relief is very promising. They can be used to assist humans for hazardous fire tracking tasks and replace the use of manned helicopters, conserving sizable operation costs in comparison with traditional methods [5] , [6] . However, research that discusses the application of UAVs in assisting fire fighting remains limited [7] .
UAV technology continues to attract a huge amount of research [8] , [9] . Researchers developed controllers for UAVs to help them attain stability and effectiveness in completing their tasks [10] . Controllers for multirotor UAVs have been thoroughly studied [11] , [12] . Wood et al. [13] - [15] developed extended potential field controllers for a quadcopter that can track a dynamic target with smooth trajectory, while avoiding obstacles. A model predictive control strategy was proposed in [16] for the same objective. UAVs can now host a wide range of sensing capabilities. Accurate UAV-based fire detection has been thoroughly demonstrated in current research. Merino et al. [5] proposed a cooperative perception system featuring infrared, visual camera, and fire detectors mounted on different UAV types. The system can precisely detect and estimate fire locations. Yuan et al. [17] developed a fire detection technique by analyzing fire segmentation in different color spaces. An efficient algorithm was proposed in [6] to work on UAV with low-cost cameras, using color index to distinguish fire from smoke, steam and forest environment under fire, even in early stage. Merino et al. [18] utilized a team of UAVs to collaborate together to obtain fire front shape and position. In these works, camera plays a crucial role in capturing the raw information for higher level detection algorithms.
B. Multiple Robots in Sensing Coverage
Using multiple UAVs as a sensor network [19] , especially in hazardous environment or disaster, is well discussed. La et al. [20] , [21] demonstrated how multiple UAVs can reach consensus to build a scalar field map of oil spills or fire. Maza et al. [22] provided a distributed decision framework for multi-UAV applications in disaster management. Specific applications in wildfire monitoring involving multiple robots systems have been reported. In [23] , multiple UAVs are commanded to track a spreading fire using checkpoints calculated based on visual images of the fire perimeter. Artificial potential field algorithms have been employed to control a team of UAVs in two separated tasks: track the boundary of a wildfire and suppress it [24] . A centralized optimal task allocation problem has been formulated in [25] to generate a set of waypoints for UAVs for shortest path planning.
However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, most of the above-mentioned work does not cover the behaviors of their system when the fire is spreading. Works in [23] and [25] centralized the decision making, thus potentially overloaded in computation and communication when the fire in large scale demands more UAVs. The team of UAVs in [24] can continuously track the boundary of the spreading fire but largely depends on the accuracy of the modeled shape function of the fire in control design.
Knowledge of optimal sensing coverage using multiple, decentralized robots [26] , [27] could be applied to yield better results in wildfire monitoring, which is a large, active research branch itself. Cortes et al. [28] categorized the optimal sensor coverage problem as a locational optimization problem. Schwager et al. [29] presented a control law for a team of networked robots using Voronoi partitions for a generalized coverage problem. Subsequent works such as [30] and [31] expanded to work with nonconvex environment with obstacles. In [32] , the coverage problem was expanded to also detect and track moving targets within a fixed environment. Most of the aforementioned works only considered the coverage of a fixed, static environment, while the problem in wildfire coverage requires a framework that can work with a changing environment.
In this paper, we characterize the optimal sensing coverage problem to work with a changing environment. We propose a decentralized control algorithm for a team of UAVs that can autonomously and actively track the fire spreading boundaries in a distributed manner, without dependency on the wildfire modeling. The UAVs can effectively share the vision of the field, while maintaining safe distance in order to avoid in-flight collision. Moreover, during tracking, the proposed algorithm can allow the UAVs to increase image resolution captured on the border of the wildfire. This idea is greatly inspired by the work of Schwager et al. [33] , where a decentralized control strategy was developed for a team of robotic cameras to minimize the information loss over an environment. For safety reason, our proposed control algorithm also allows each UAV to maintain a certain height level to the ground to avoid getting caught by the fire. Note that, the initial results of this paper were published in the conference proceedings [34] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses how wildfire spreading is modeled as an objective for this paper. In Section III, the wildfire tracking problem is formulated with clear objectives. In Section IV, we propose a control design capable of solving the problem. A simulation scenario on MATLAB are provided in Section V. Finally, we draw a conclusion, and suggest directions for future work in Section VI.
II. WILDFIRE MODELING
Wildfire simulation has attracted significant research efforts over the past decades, due to the potential in predicting wildfire spreading. The core model of existing fire simulation systems is the fire spreading propagation [35] . Rothermel in 1972 [36] developed basic fire spread equations to mathematically and empirically calculate rate of speed and intensity. Richards [37] introduced a technique to estimate fire fronts growth using an elliptical model. These previous research were later developed further by Finney et al. [38] and became a well-known fire growth model called fire area simulator (FARSITE). Among existing systems, FARSITE is the most reliable model [39] , and widely used by federal land management agencies such as U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service. However, in order to implement the model precisely, we need significant information regarding geography, topography, conditions of terrain, fuels, and weather. To focus on the scope of multi-UAV control rather than pursuing an accurate fire growth model, in this paper we modify the fire spreading propagation in FARSITE model to describe the fire front growth in a simplified model. We make the following assumptions.
1) The model will be implemented for a discrete grid-based environment.
2) The steady-state rate of spreading is already calculated for each grid. 3) Only the fire front points spread. Originally, the equation for calculating the differentials of spreading fire front proposed in [37] and [38] as (1) shown at the bottom of the previous page, where X t and Y t are the differentials, is the azimuth angle of the wind direction and y-axis (0 ≤ ≤ 2π ). increases following clock-wise direction. a and b are the length of semi-minor and semimajor axes of the elliptical fire shape growing from one fire front point, respectively. c is the distance from the fire source (ignition point) to the center of the ellipse. x s and y s are the orientation of the fire vertex. We simplify (1) to only retain the center of the new developed fire front as follows:
We use equation from Finney [38] to calculate c according to the set of equations (2) as follows:
where R is the steady-state rate of fire spreading. U is the scalar value of mid-flame wind speed, which is the wind speed at the ground. It can be calculated from actual wind speed value after taking account of the wind resistance by the forest. The new fire front location after time step δt is calculated as
Additionally, in order to simulate the intensity caused by fire around each fire front source, we also assume that each fire front source would radiate energy to the surrounding environment resembling a multivariate normal distribution probability density function of its coordinates x and y. Assuming linearity, the intensity of each point in the field is a linear summation of intensity functions caused by multiple fire front sources. Therefore, we have the following equation describing the intensity of each point in the wildfire caused by a number of k sources:
where I(x, y) is the intensity of the fire at a certain point It should be noted that in this paper, the accuracy of the model should not affect the performance of our distributed control algorithm, as explained in Section IV-A. In case a different model of wildfire spreading is used, for instance, by changing equation set (2) and (3), only the shape of the wildfire changes, but the controller should still work.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we translate our motivation into a formal problem formulation. Our objective is to control a team of multiple UAVs for collaboratively covering a wildfire and tracking the fire front propagation. By covering, we mean to let the UAVs take multiple subpictures of the affected area so that most of the entire field is captured. We assume that the fire happens in a known section of a forest, where the priori information regarding the location of any specific point are made available. Suppose that when a wildfire happens, its estimated location is notified to the UAVs. A command is then sent to the UAV team allowing them to start. The team needs to satisfy the following objectives.
1) Deployment Objective: The UAVs can take flight from the deployment depots to the initially estimated wildfire location. 2) Coverage and Tracking Objective: Upon reaching the reported fire location, the team will spread out to cover the entire wildfire from a certain altitude. The UAVs then follow and track the development of the fire fronts. When following the expanding fire fronts of the wildfire, some of the UAV team may lower their altitude to increase the image resolution of the fire boundary, while 4 and their respective normal vector n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 . Each UAV will capture the area under its field of view using its camera, and record the information into a number of pixels.
the whole team tries to maintain a complete view of the wildfire. 3) Collision Avoidance and Safety Objective: Because the number of UAVs can be large (i.e., for sufficient coverage a large wildfire), it is important to ensure that the participating UAVs are able to avoid in-flight collisions with other UAVs. Moreover, a safety distance between the UAVs and the ground should be established to prevent the UAVs from catching the fire. Assume that each UAV equipped with localization devices (such as GPS and IMU), and identical downward-facing cameras capable of detecting fire. Each camera has a rectangular field of view (FOV). When covering, the camera and its FOV form a pyramid with half-angles θ T = [θ 1 , θ 2 ] T (see Fig. 3 ). Each UAV will capture the area under its FOV using its camera, and record the information into an array of pixels. We also assume that a UAV can communicate and exchange information with other UAVs if it remains inside a communication sphere with radius r (see Fig. 4 ).
We define the following variables that will be used throughout this paper. Let N denote the set of the UAVs. Let We then define the objective function for each task of the UAV team.
A. Deployment Objective
The UAVs can be deployed from depots distributed around the forest, or from a forest firefighting department center. Upon receiving the report of a wildfire, the UAVs are commanded to start and move to the point where the location of the fire was initially estimated. We call this point a rendezvous point p r = [p x , p y , p z ] T . The UAVs would keep moving toward this point until they can detect the wildfire inside their FOV.
B. Collision Avoidance and Safety Objective
The team of UAVs must be able to avoid in-flight collision. In order to do that, a UAV needs to identify its neighbors first. UAV i only communicates with a nearby UAV j that remains inside its communication range (Fig. 4) , and satisfies the following equation:
where . is Euclidean distance, and r is the communication range radius. If (6) is satisfied, the two UAVs become physical neighbors. For UAV i to avoid collision with other neighbor UAV j, they must keep their distance not less than a designed distance d
As we proposed earlier, during the implementation of the tracking and coverage task, the UAVs can lower their altitude to increase the resolution of the border of the wildfire. Since there is no obvious guarantee about the minimum altitude of the UAVs, they can keep lowering their altitude, and may be caught in the fire during their mission. Therefore, it is imperative that the UAVs must maintain a safe distance to the ground. Suppose the safe altitude is z min , and infer the position of the image of the UAV i as p i = [c T i , 0], we have the safe altitude condition
C. Coverage and Tracking Objective
Let Q(t) denote the wildfire varying over time t on a plane. The general optimal coverage problem is normally represented by a coverage objective function with the following form: (9) where f (q, p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) represents some cost to cover a certain point q of the environment. The function φ(q, t), which is known as distribution density function, level of interestingness, or strategic importance, indicates the specific weight of the point q in that environment at time t. In this paper, the cost we are interested in is the quality of images when covering a spreading fire with a limited number of cameras. This notion was first described in [33] . Since each camera has limited number of pixels to capture an image, it will provide one snapshot of the wildfire with lower resolution when covering it in a bigger FOV, and vice versa. By minimizing the information captured by the pixels of all the cameras, in other word, the area of the FOVs containing the fire, we could provide with optimal-resolution images of the fire.
To quantify the cost, we first consider the image captured by one camera. Digital camera normally uses photosensitive electronics which can host a large number of pixels. The quality of recording an image by a single pixel can represent the quality of the image captured by that camera. From the relationship between object and image distance through a converging lens in classic optics, we can easily calculate the FOV area that a UAV covers (see Fig. 3 ) as follows:
where q T = [q x , q y ] T is the coordination of a given point that belongs to Q(t), S 1 is the area of one pixel of a camera, and b denotes the focal length. Note that, for a point q to lie on or inside the FOV of a UAV i, it must satisfy the following condition:
From (10), it is obvious that the higher the altitude of the camera (z i ) is, the higher the cost the camera incures, or the lower its image resolution is. For multiple cameras covering a point q, Schwager et al. [33] formulated a cost to represent the coverage of a point q in a static field Q over total number of pixels from a multiple of n cameras as follows:
where f (p i , q) calculated as in (10) , N q is the set of UAVs that include the point q in their FOVs. However, in case the point q is not covered by any UAV, f (p i , q) = ∞, the denominator in (12) can be come zero. To avoid zero division, we need to introduce a constant m
The value of m should be very small, so that in such case, the cost in (13) become very large, thus discouraging this case to happen. We further adapt the objective function (9) so that the UAVs will try to cover the field in the way that considers the region around the border of the fire more important. First, we consider that each fire front radiates a heat aura, as described in (5) in Section II. The border region of each fire front has the least heat energy, while the center of the fire front has the most intense level. We assume that the UAVs equipped with infrared camera allowing them to sense different color spectra with respect to the levels of fire heat intensity. Furthermore, the UAVs are assumed to have installed an on-board fire detection program to quantify the differences in color into varying levels of fire heat intensity [6] . Let I(q) denote the varying levels of fire heat intensity at point q, and suppose that the cameras have the same detection range [I min , I max ]. The desired objective function that weights the fire border region higher than at the center of the fire allows us to characterize the importance function as follows:
One may notice that the intensity I(q) actually changes over time. This makes φ(q) depend on the time, and would complicate (9) [32] . In this paper, we assume that the speed of the fire spreading is much less than the speed of the UAVs, therefore at a certain period of time, the intensity at a point can be considered constant. Also, note that some regions at the center of the wildfire may have I = I max now become not important. This makes sense because these regions likely burn out quickly, and they are not the goals for the UAV to track. We have the following objective function for wildfire coverage and tracking objective:
Note that when two UAVs have one or more points in common, they will become sensing neighbors. For a UAV to identify the set N q of a point q inside its FOV, that UAV must know the pose of other UAVs as indicated by the condition (11) . Therefore, in order to become sensing neighbors, the UAVs must first become physical neighbors, defined by (6) . One should notice this condition to select the range radius r large enough to guarantee communication among the UAVs that have overlapping field of views. But we must also limit r so that communication overload does not occur as a result of having too many neighbors. Fig. 5 shows our controller architecture for each UAV. Our controller consists of two components: 1) the coverage and tracking component and 2) the potential field component. The coverage and tracking component calculates the position of the UAV for wildfire coverage and tracking. The potential field component controls the UAV to move to desired positions, and to avoid collision with other UAVs, as well as maintain the safety distance to the ground, by using potential field method. Upon reaching the wildfire region, the coverage and tracking control component will update the desired position of the UAV to the potential field control component. Assume the UAVs are quadcopters, then the dynamics of each UAV is u i =ṗ i (16) we can then develop the control equation for each component in the upcoming sections.
IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN
A. Coverage and Tracking Control
Based on the artificial potential field approach [33] , [40] , [41] , each UAV is distributedly controlled by a negative gradient (gradient descent) of the objective function H in (15) with respect to its pose p i = [c i , z i ] T as follows:
where k s is the proportional gain parameter. Taking the derivative with notation that [33] , where ∂. denotes the boundaries of a set, we have
In the last component, Q(t)\B i does not depend on p i so it is equal to zero. Then the lateral position and altitude of each UAV is controlled by taking the partial derivatives of the objective function H as follows: 19) where f N q and f N q\i are calculated as in (13) , N q \ i denotes the coverage neighbor set excludes the UAV i. In (19) , the component (∂H/∂c i ) allows the UAV to move along x-axis and y-axis of the wildfire area which has I is larger, while reducing the coverage intersections with other UAVs. The component (∂H/∂z i ) allows the UAV to change its altitude along the z-axis to tradeoff between cover larger FOV (the first component) over the wildfire and to have a better resolution of the fire fronts propagation (the second component). This set of equations is similar to the one proposed in [33] , except that we extend them to work with an environment Q(t), which now changes over the time, and the weight function φ(q) is characterized specifically to solve the dynamic wildfire tracking problem.
In order to compute these control inputs in (19) , one needs to determine Q(t)∩B i and Q(t)∩l k,i . This can be done through the discretization of B i (i.e., area inside the FOV) and l k,i (i.e., the edges of the FOV) of a UAV i into discrete points, and checking if those points also belong to Q at time t. In other words, check the level of intensity of each point by using the fire detection system of the UAV. Obviously, we need to assume the intensity model of the environment in (5) to hold true, hence our approach is still model-based. However, we would not need explicit information such as the accurate shape of the fire, as in [24] , to implement the controller. This is an advantage, since it is more difficult to get an accurate shape model of the fire, comparing to the reasonable assumption of fire intensity model.
From (19) , the desired virtual position p d i will be updated to the potential field control component (see Fig. 5 )
B. Potential Field Control
The objective of the potential field control component is to control a UAV from the current position to a new position updated from the coverage and tracking control. Similarly, our approach is to create an artificial potential field to control each UAV to move to a desired position, and to avoid in-flight collision with other UAVs. We first create an attractive force to pull the UAVs to the initial rendezvous point p r by using a quadratic function of distance as the potential field, and take the gradient of it to yield the attractive force
Similarly, the UAV moves to desired virtual position, p d i , passed from (20) in coverage and tracking component, by using this attractive force
In order to avoid collision with its neighboring UAVs, we create repulsive forces from neighbors to push a UAV away if their distances become less than a designed safe distance d. Define the potential field for each neighbor UAV j as
where ν is a constant. The repulsive force can be attained by taking the gradient of the sum of the potential fields created by all neighboring UAVs as follows:
Similarly, for maintaining a safe distance to the ground, we have
From (21), (22) , (24) , and (25), we have the general control law for the potential field control component
Note that, during the time the UAVs travel to the wildfire region, the coverage control component would not work because the sets Q(t) ∩ B i and Q(t) ∩ l k,i are initially empty, so ζ i = 0. Upon reaching the waypoint region where the UAVs can sense the fire, ζ i = 1, that would cancel the potential forces that draw the UAVs to the rendezvous point and let the UAVs track the fire fronts growing. The final position of UAV i will be updated as follows:
C. Stability Analysis
In this section, we study the stability of the proposed control framework. The proof of the stability of the coverage and tracking controller (19) is similar to the proof in [33] . Choose a Lyapunov candidate function V = H(p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ) , where H is the objective function in (15) . Since H is the area under the FOVs of all UAVs multiplying with point-wise, positive Calculate u i according to (26) :
Compute f N q and f N q\i 10 Estimate I(q) = I max − I(q) 11 Compute:
according to (24) and (25) 
14
Go to desired position p d i according to (26) :
Note thatV = 0 if and only if p i = p * i at local minima of H as in (15) . Therefore, the equilibrium point p i = p * i is asymptotically stable according to the Lyapunov stability theorem. The potential field controller is a combination of repulsive and attractive artificial forces in two separatable phases. In the first phase, ζ i = 0, let p = p i − p j , p = p i − p i , p 1 = p i − p r , and choose a Lyapunov candidate function 1 2 which is positive definite, radially unbounded. We havė
if and only if at equilibrium points. Therefore, the equilibrium points p i = p r , p i = p j , p i = p i are globally asymptotically stable. The proof for second phase, ζ i = 1, is similar. In conclusion, the two controllers are asymptoticall stable.
D. Overall Algorithm for Decentralized Control of UAVs
We implemented the control strategy for the UAVs in a distributed manner as summarized in Algorithm 1. Each UAV needs to know its position from localization using means such as GPS+IMU fusion with extended Kalman filter at each time step [42] - [44] . They can also communicate with other UAVs within the communication range to get their positions. Each UAV must also be able to read the heat intensity of any point under its FOV from the sensor. The coverage and tracking control component will calculate the new position for the UAV in each loop. To move to a new position, a UAV will use the potential field control component which takes the new position as their input. To calculate the integrals in (19) , we need to discretize the rectangular FOV of a UAV and its four edges into a set of points, with q is either the length of a small line in each edge or the area of a small square. The integrals can then be transformed into the sum of all the small particles.
When activated, the UAV will first discretize its rectangular FOV into sets of points of a grid (line 3). These points will be classified into sets of edgesl k , k = 1:4, and a set for the area inside the FOVB i , together with the value of q associated with each set. Then the UAV would read the intensity level of each point, I(q), of these sets to determine if the point is currently in the fire or not, and form the set Q(t) ∩B i and Q(t) ∩l k,i . If the sets Q(t) ∩B i and Q(t) ∩l k,i are not empty, then it would go to the rendezvous point (line 6). This will help the UAV to go to the right place in the initialization phase, as well as help the UAVs not to venture completely out of the fire. If at least one set is not empty, it will then identify the set N q and N q\i by testing with (11) , and compute I(q), f N q and f N q\i as in (13) , for every point in Q(t) ∩B i and Q(t) ∩l k,i . The integrals in (19) then can be calculated, and the new position p d i is then updated as in (20) .
V. SIMULATION
Our simulation was conducted in a MATLAB environment. We started with ten UAVs on the ground (z i = 0) from a fire fighting center with initial location arbitrarily generated around [300, 300] T . The safe distance was d = 10, and the safe altitude was z min = 15. The UAVs were equipped with identical cameras with focal length b = 10, area of one pixel S 1 = 10 −4 , half-angles θ 1 = 30 • , θ 2 = 45 • . We chose parameter m = 1.5 −5 to avoid zero division as in (13) . The intensity sensitivity range of each camera was [0.005, 0.1] T , and κ = 1. The wildfire started with five initial fire front points near [500, 500] T . The regulated mid-flame wind speed magnitude followed a Gaussian distribution with μ = 5 mph and σ = 2. The wind direction Azimuth angle also followed a Gaussian distribution with μ = (π/8) and σ = 1. The UAVs had a communication range r = 500.
We conducted tests in two different scenarios. In the first test, the UAVs performed wildfire coverage with specific focus on border of the fire, while in the second one, the UAVs have no specific focus on the border. In both of the two scenarios, the coverage and tracking controller parameters were k c = 10 −9 , k z = 2 −10 , while the potential field controller parameters were k r = k d = 0.06, ν = 2.1, and ν = 10 3 . The simulation parameters, presented in Tables I and II , were selected after some experimentation.
A. Scenario: Wildfire Coverage With Specific Focus on Border of the Fire
The main parameters for the simulation were given in Table I . We ran simulations in MATLAB for 6000 time steps which yielded the result as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 . The UAVs came from the ground at t = 0 (Fig. 7) , and drove toward the wildfire region. The initial rendezvous point was p r = [500, 500, 60] T . Upon reaching the region near the initial rendezvous point at [500, 500] T , the UAVs spread out to cover the entire wildfire [ Fig. 6(a) ]. As the wildfire expanded, the UAVs fragment and follow the fire border regions [ Fig. 6(b)-(d) ]. Note that the UAVs may not cover some regions with intensity I = I max (represented by black-shade color). Some UAVs may have low altitude if they cover region with small intensity I (for example, UAV 5 in this simulation). The UAVs change altitude from z i ≈ 60 [ Fig. 7(a) ] to different altitudes [ Fig. 7 (b)-(d)], hence the area of the FOV of each UAV is different. It is obvious to notice that the UAVs attempted to follow the fire front propagation, hence satisfying the tracking objective. Fig. 8 indicates the position of each UAV and its respective FOV in the last stage t = 6000. UAVs that are physical neighbors are connected with a dashed blue line. We can see that most UAVs have sensing neighbors. Fig. 9 shows the trajectory of each UAV in 3-dimensions while tracking the wildfire spreading north-east, and their current FOV on the ground.
B. Scenario: Normal Wildfire Coverage
In this simulation scenario, we demonstrate the ability of the group of UAVs to cover the spreading fire with no specific focus. The main simulation parameters for this scenario were given in Table II . The control strategy and parameters were the same as in the previous scenario, except there was no special interest in providing higher-resolution images of the fire border, therefore, (14) became φ(q) = κ. The initial rendezvous point was p r = [500, 500, 10] T . As we can see in Figs. 10 and 11, the UAVs covered the fire spreading very well, with no space uncovered. Since they were not focusing on the border of the fire, the altitudes of the UAVs were almost equal.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a distributed control design for a team of UAVs that can collaboratively track a dynamic environment in the case of wildfire spreading. The UAVs can follow the border region of the wildfire as it keeps expanding, while still trying to maintain coverage of the whole wildfire. The UAVs are also capable of avoiding collision, maintaining safe distance to fire level, and flexible in deployment. The application could certainly go beyond the scope of wildfire tracking, as the system can work with any dynamic environment, for instance, oil spilling or water flooding. In the future, more work should be considered to research about the hardware implementation of the proposed controller. For example, we should pay attention to the communication between the UAVs under the condition of constantly changing topology of the networks, or the sensing endurance problem in hazardous environment. Also, we would like to investigate the relation between the speed of the UAVs and the spreading rate of the wildfire, and attempt to synchronize them. Multidrone cooperative sensing [21] , [45] , [46] , cooperative control [47] - [49] , cooperative learning [50] , [51] , and user interface design [52] for wildland fire mapping will be also considered.
